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ADVANCED ROSE SEICHIM -THE NEW SHAMBALA
STAR FORM OF SEICHIM ENERGY TRAINING


Advanced Rose Seichim
is directly linked with the new energies of the
fifth dimension, and beyond. During this extraordinary time on Mother
Earth Rose Seichim gives the adept a specific way of integrating the new
energy levels. It opens up the developing and changing chakra system, not
only above the head, but also in other parts of the physical body. Specifically
Shambala Star Seichim removes and transforms miasms that reside in our
etheric bodies and transforms the patterns that have been carried by families
and individuals down through the centuries. This is the first time that we
have really been given a clearly sign-posted and collective opportunity
to transform miasms not only from our own system, but also from our
family tree.
The ancient knowledge, from which much esoteric philosophy has
developed, is in turn being expanded by the unusual visions being received
by different and perhaps physically unconnected individuals in all parts of
the world. The knowledge has been submerged for centuries, and with the
newly emerging wisdom Shambala Star has been created1 as a workable
platform for the individual who wishes to transform his or her life for the
better. It is a simple and straightforward method of integration and
transformation, which brings joy and love and abundance into the life of the
individual. It also affects for the better all those with whom the individual is
connected. The Shambala Star works towards increasing the critical mass of
positive energy thereby assisting everyone to turn negatives into positive
situations, no matter what they may be.
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Shambala Star has close links to the Compostela - the star field. It is here
that a city arose that drew pilgrims from every part of the world following
the visit of the Virgin Mary shortly after the death of Christ. The symbol of
these pilgrims was the scallop shell, and it is no coincidence that the new
symbols that have emerged as part of Shambala Star have a link to the
Compostela.

There are also strong links with the Sisterhood of the Rose. The Sisterhood
can quite simply be described as a gathering of the Goddess. It is this
Goddess energy that moves the energetic vibration into the realm of the
Shambala Star. The Goddess symbol is the rose, and the rose is often the
first thing that draws a person into a relationship with the Sisterhood. But
the magic and energy of the Goddess vibration and the Sisterhood of the
Rose then extends to a relationship with the Stars, and the Shambala Star in
particular.
The rose energy course as described on the website - ‘The Gathering of the
Goddess’ - enables the participant to become fully qualified in the use of the
rose energy. This course, the Shambala Star, is a separate course designed
as a simpler introduction to the energy of the Sisterhood. Details of this
course are on the web site however, in summary, each module is $55.00AUD
and there are four modules. Initiations are included in the modules and
these are provided at a time suitable to the participant and myself – these
initiations are similar to the reiki attunements in some ways, however they
take the participant to the second level of the rose energy. Please
understand these courses will change your life – if you feel drawn to them it
may be that this ancient energy is calling you home. Please consider
Best wishes for your journey
Cris Henderson
For further information please contact Dr. Cris Henderson, Creativity
Consultant, on 61 (0)7 3410 1194, e-mail crishendo1@bigpond.com
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or write to PO Box 1207 Bongaree, Bribie Island, 4507, Queensland,
Australia. This course is available one to one or by distance education. All
details are listed on the web site www.roseseichim.com.
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